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Low Bit-Rate and High Fidelity Reversible Data
Hiding
Xiao Chao Qu, Suah Kim, Run Cui and Hyoung Joong Kim
Abstract—An accurate predictor is crucial for histogram-
shifting (HS) based reversible data hiding methods. The em-
bedding capacity is increased and the embedding distortion is
decreased simultaneously if the predictor can generate accu-
rate predictions. In this paper, we propose an accurate linear
predictor based on weighted least squares (WLS) estimation.
The robustness of WLS helps the proposed predictor generate
accurate predictions, especially in complex texture areas of an
image, where other predictors usually fail. To further reduce
the embedding distortion, we propose a new embedding method
called dynamic histogram shifting with pixel selection (DHS-PS)
that selects not only the proper histogram bins but also the proper
pixel locations to embed the given data. As a result, the proposed
method can obtain very high fidelity marked images with low
bit-rate data embedded. The experimental results show that the
proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art low bit-rate
reversible data hiding method.
Index Terms—Reversible data hiding, weighted least square,
dynamic histogram shifting and pixel selection.
I. INTRODUCTION
REversible data hiding (RDH) is a special data hidingtechnique that the hidden message can be extracted
and the cover image can be restored. The perfect recovery
of the cover image is highly desired in some application
scenarios,such as medical or military image processing.
To evaluate the performance of a RDH method, the em-
bedding capacity and the quality of the marked image are
the two most important metrics. The embedding capacity tells
the amount of data that a RDH method can embed into the
cover image and the quality of the marked image measures
how much distortion has been induced during embedding the
given data. Most existing RDH methods aim to reducing the
distortion as much as possible given a certain amount of data.
Histogram shifting (HS) is one of the most popular RDH
methods which embeds data by histogram modification. HS
first constructs a histogram with some extracted feature where
a pair of peak and zero bin is identified. Then, an empty bin
is created by shifting all the bins between the peak bin and
zero bin towards the zero bin by one. Finally, the data can be
embedded into the peak bin. The features used to construct the
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histogram can be pixel value [11], prediction error [5], [15],
interpolation error [10], transformed coefficients [17] and so
on.
Recently, many low bit-rate HS based RDH methods have
been proposed which aim to producing high quality marked
images. For low bit-rate RDH methods, the reduction of the
embedding distortion is more important than the embedding
capacity, which can be achieved in many different ways in
HS based RDH, including better feature extraction (usually
means better prediction error) [3], [9], pixel selection (or sort-
ing) [7], [14], histogram bin selection (or dynamic histogram
shifting) [16], [1], [2], [6] and better histogram modification
method [8], [12]. Better feature extraction method can con-
struct a histogram with very high peak bin which increases the
embedding capacity and decreases the shifting distortion. Pixel
selection chooses pixel positions that the data is embedded
with less distortion. Histogram bin selection selects the most
proper histogram bin to embed the given data, where the least
distortion is introduced. Better histogram modification method
decreases the distortion as much as possible by using high
dimensional histogram or compensation technique.
In this paper, a low bit-rate and high fidelity reversible
data hiding method is proposed. First, we propose an accurate
predictor based on weighted least squares (WLS) estimation
to generate the prediction error histogram with very high peak
bin. Then, we propose a novel dynamic histogram shifting
with pixel selection (DHS-PS) method which combines the
dynamic histogram shifting and pixel selection together. DHS-
PS can find the proper histogram bin and pixel location
to embed the given data in a unified framework, and the
distortion caused by embedding is significantly reduced. With
the proposed WLS predictor and DHS-PS combined together,
the proposed method can generate very high fidelity marked
image.
The outline of this paper is as follows. The proposed WLS
based predictor and DHS-PS are introduced in Section II.
Section III presents extensive experiments to evaluate the
proposed method. Section IV provides our conclusion.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
A. Weighted Least Squares based Linear Predictor
Least squares estimation based predictor has been used
in [4]. By updating the estimation weights pixel-by-pixel, the
least squares estimation based predictor can adapt to the local
image structure and obtain accurate predictions. However,
the least squares estimation is easily disturbed by outliers,
which leads to incorrect estimated coefficients. As shown in
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Fig. 1. An example of the outliers in least squares estimation based predictor.
Figure 1, the current pixel being predicted has similar texture
structure with those pixels in region R3 and has different
texture structure with those pixels in R1 and R2. However,
least squares estimation treats all pixels in region R1, R2 and
R3 equally and thus disturbed by those irrelevant pixels in R1
and R2.
Weighted least squares estimation provides the robustness to
those outliers by assigning different weights to different pixels
according to their relevance to the current pixel. The weights
of pixels in R1 and R2 are assigned to relatively small values
compared with the weights of pixels in R3. Therefore, WLS
estimation emphasizes the minimization of error squares of
those pixels in R3. The estimated coefficients precisely reflect
the true structure of the current pixel.
Suppose that the current pixel is y and it has n context
pixels [x1, x2, ..., xn] denoted as x. The current pixel y can
be linearly predicted by its context pixels as
y =
n∑
i=1
αnxn + β = αx+ β, (1)
where αi is the estimated coefficient for xi and α =
[α1, α2, ..., αn]. β is the coding error with small value.
To estimate α, m relevant pixels are collected into the
training set S, where each training sample is a pair of one
pixel and its context pixels. All those pixels’ context pixels
are organized into a matrix X ∈ Rm×n as
X =


x1
1
x1
2
· · · x1n
x2
1
x2
2
· · · x2
n
.
.
.
.
.
.
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xm
1
xm
2
· · · xmn


and all the pixels are grouped into a vector Y ∈ Rm×1 as
Y
T =
[
y1 y2 · · · ym
]
For least squares estimation, the estimated coefficient α
should minimize the square errors as ||Y −Xα||2
2
, where ||||2
is square of the L2 norm of a vector. Weighted least square
estimation incorporates a weight matrix W ∈ Rm×m into
the estimation process. Assume wi is assigned to the training
sample (yi,xi) in the training set S, the W is as follows
W =


w1 0 · · · 0
0 w2 · · · 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. 0
0 · · · · · · wm


Image Border White Pixel Set Gray Pixel Set
Fig. 2. The cover image is divided into three parts: image border, white pixel
set and gray pixel set.
WLS estimation minimizes the square errors as ||W (Y −
Xα)||2
2
. The solution to the above minimization problem can
be obtained as
α = (XTWX)−1XTWY. (2)
The weight wi in W is designed to reflect the image
structure relevance between the i-th training pixel yi and the
current pixel y. In the extracting process of RDH methods,
y is unknown when doing the pixel prediction, therefore, the
value of y can not be used to calculate wi. As a result, wi is
calculated by using the context pixels of y and yi as
wi =
1
||x− xi||2
2
+ γ
, (3)
γ is a small value to prevent from the dividing by zero
problem. As can be seen, wi is small when the square
difference between x and xi is large and wi is large when
the square difference between x and xi is small. Because the
square difference between two context pixel vectors reflects
the local image structure between two pixels, the value of wi
thus reflects the structure relevance between y and yi.
The cover image is divided into three parts as shown in
Figure 2. The image border is not used to embed data and
will not be predicted. The White pixel set and gray pixel set
are used to embed data and the white pixel set is first used.
The pixel prediction in the two stage embedding scheme takes
the advantage of full context prediction and usually produces
better prediction results.
In the following, we use pixels in the white set as examples
to show the detailed prediction process which is same for the
gray pixel set. For each pixel y to be predicted, the context
pixels x are defined as shown in Figure 3. The fourteen context
pixels can be defined in other ways and the the number of
context pixels can be different. All the pixels except y and
those pixels with diagonal lines are included in the training
set S. The white pixels before y are already recovered when
predicting y in the extracting process, so that they can be used
in predicting y. The pixels with diagonal lines can not be used
because some context pixels are not accessible when predicting
y in the decoder side. In summary, the training set S are same
for the embedding process and extracting process to make sure
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Fig. 3. The white pixel x is predicted by its contexts from x1 to x14 in the
red dashed region, and the training set size is controlled by the size parameter.
The red dashed region in the up-left corner indicates the range of the pixels
involved in the proposed WLS estimation.
y has same prediction. The overall size of the training set S is
controlled by the size parameter as shown in Figure 3. After
constructing the training set S, the prediction of y can be
obtained using the proposed WLS estimation process.
B. Dynamic Histogram Shifting with Pixel Selection
Dynamic histogram shifting and pixel selection both try to
reduce the distortion caused by embedding the given data.
Dynamic histogram shifting reduces the distortion in a
global manner by selecting the best histogram bin to embed
data. In this way, some histogram bins can avoid modification
as shown in Figure 4(a). For example, when the payload is
1, 000 bits, the histogram bin 3 can be selected to embed
the payload, and other histogram bins do not need to be
modified. The distortion is greatly reduced compared with nor-
mal histogram shifting methods which will use the histogram
bin 0 to embed data. However, the histogram is constructed
using the whole cover image which usually does not have
satisfactory shape for the given payload. For example, when
the payload size is 1, 001, histogram bin 3 can not provide
enough embedding capacity and histogram bin 2 is thus used
to embed data. Histogram 3 will be shifted to right to create
an empty bin which causes large distortion.
Pixel selection reduces distortion in a local manner. Usually,
it estimates the local smoothness value of each pixel and
embeds data only into those pixels in smooth image region. In
this way, pixel selection avoids pixel modifications in complex
image regions where it is difficult to embed data. However,
the accurate estimation of the smoothness value is not easy
by itself, so that pixel selection may choose the inappropriate
pixels to use.
We notice that the drawbacks of dynamic histogram shifting
and pixel selection can be mitigated by combining them
together. The proposed dynamic histogram shifting with pixel
selection (DHS-PS) first separates the cover image into smooth
image part and complex image part by using pixel selection.
Then, for the smooth image part, DHS-PS selects the proper
histogram bin to embed data by using dynamic histogram
shifting. Compared with dynamic histogram shifting, DHS-PS
1000
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Fig. 4. The comparison between dynamic histogram shifting and DHS-PS.
includes a local operation which selects part of the cover image
instead of the whole cover image to reconstruct the histogram.
Compared with pixel selection, DHS-PS includes a global
operation to select the best histogram bin to embed data. The
advantage of DHS-PS is shown in Figure 4(b). The histogram
generated by DHS-PS has lower peak bin (due to that part
of the cover image is used) than that of dynamic histogram
shifting, however, less distortion is caused compared with
dynamic histogram shifting when the payload size is 1, 001.
The bin 2 with the height of 1, 200 is used given the payload
size of 1, 001. In summary, DHS-PS can generate more proper
histograms for a given payload. Histograms with different
combinations of bins can be obtained by using different
pixel selection thresholds. The smoothness value used can be
calculated based on the local neighboring pixel differences as
in [12] or local neighboring pixel prediction errors as in [13].
Given a specific payload, DHS-PS thus needs to search
the best pixel selection threshold and histogram bin to use.
The exhaustive search of the combinations of pixel selection
threshold and histogram bin is very time-consuming or even
prohibitive. A greedy algorithm can be used as follows.
1) Search pixel selection threshold from a small value to
a predefined big value. Construct a histogram using the
pixels with smoothness value smaller than the current
pixel selection threshold.
2) Search two proper histogram bins the same as in [16].
3) Embed the payload with the current pixel selection
threshold and histogram bin value. The embedding is
same as that in [16].
4) Stop when the PSNR value decreases for the first time.
Otherwise increase the pixel selection threshold value
by 1 and go to step 1.
C. Embedding Process and Extracting Process
The embedding process is as follows.
1) Preprocess the cover image I into I1 to avoid overflow
and underflow problem. All pixels with the value of 0
are modified into 1 and all pixels with the value of 255
are modified into 254. A location map is used to record
all the modifications and compressed using arithmetic
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Fig. 5. The test images of SIPI image data set
coding. The proposed algorithm modifies the pixel value
at most by 1, so that I1 will not have overflow and
underflow problem.
2) I1 is divided into image border (includes the first and
last rows and the first and last columns), the white pixel
set and the gray pixel set. Divide the payload into two
halves and embeds the first half payload and the first
half compressed location map into the white pixel set to
obtain I2 .
3) Embed the second half of the payload and the second
half compressed location map into I2 to get I3.
4) Embed some overhead information into the image bor-
der: 1) Embeds the pixel selection threshold, histogram
bin used for white pixel set and the compressed location
map size into the first and last rows. 2) Embeds the pixel
selection threshold, histogram bin used for gray pixel set
and the compressed location map size into the first and
last columns.
The extracting process is as follows.
1) Extract the overhead information in the image border.
2) Extract data from the gray pixel set and recover the
original pixel values.
3) Extract data from the white pixel set and recover the
original pixel values.
4) Decompress the compressed location map and recover
the original cover image.
III. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we will validate the superior performance
of the proposed WLS estimation predictor and DHS-PS. All
the test images (except the Barbara) used in the following
experiments are from the SIPI image database1 and are eight-
bit gray-scale images with the size 512× 512.
First, we use the entropy as the metric to evaluate the pre-
diction performance of the proposed WLS estimation predictor
and compare its entropy with that of several other widely used
predictors, where MED is used in [5] and GAP is used in [8].
Assume pi is the occurrence probability of histogram bin i,
the entropy is defined as
entropy = −
N∑
i=1
pilog2(pi), (4)
1http://sipi.usc.edu/database.
TABLE I
COMPARISONS IN TERMS OF ENTROPY FOR DIFFERENT PREDICTORS.
Image MED GAP LS WLS
Lena 4.55 4.39 3.87 3.86
F16 4.18 4.12 3.60 3.58
Baboon 6.27 6.21 5.61 5.60
Barbara 5.48 5.38 4.07 3.99
Boat 5.10 4.97 4.29 4.24
Peppers 4.94 4.72 4.33 4.31
Elaine 5.34 5.15 4.65 4.62
Sailboat 5.38 5.25 4.83 4.81
Average 5.15 5.02 4.40 4.37
where N is the total number of histogram bins. The entropy
is shown in Table I. The number of context pixels and the size
of training set are both set to be 10 because we found 10 is a
proper value for most testing images. As can be seen, LS and
WLS have much lower entropy than that of MED and GAP,
and WLS has the lowest entropy.
Next, we perform the following experiment to show the
effectiveness of the proposed DHS-PS. The embedding capac-
ity and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) value are used
as the evaluation metrics. The experiment results are shown
in Figure 6. Three algorithms are compared with each other:
the first algorithm uses both WLS and DHS-PS, the second
algorithm uses only WLS and the third algorithm is proposed
by Ou [12] which is the best low-bit rate RDH method. As
can be seen, the first algorithm performs much better than the
second algorithm with small payload size. For example, the
PSNR value of the Baboon image for the first algorithm and
the second algorithm are 55.92 dB and 52.80 dB, respectively.
The proposed DHS-PS helps the first algorithm increase the
PSNR value by 3.12 dB. However, with the increase of the
payload size, the PSNR value of the first algorithm and the
second algorithm will converge to similar values. The reason
is that the proposed DHS-PS has to select the peak bins to
use when the payload size is large. As a result, there is no
difference with or without DHS-PS when the payload size is
large.
Compared with Ou [12], it can be seen that the first algo-
rithm performs better for most of the images. When the image
is very smooth (e.g. F16), Ou [12] performs better due to
its two dimensional histogram shifting scheme which reduces
distortion significantly. However, for images with complex
textures (e.g. Baboon), the proposed first algorithm performs
better. The combination of WLS and DHS-PS achieves the
state-of-the-art performance as far as we know.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an accurate weighted least squares
(WLS) based linear predictor and a novel dynamic histogram
shifting with pixel selection (DHS-PS) for high fidelity and
low bit-rate reversible data hiding. Extensive experiment ver-
ifies that the proposed method can obtain very high quality
marked images and outperforms the state-of-the-art method.
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Fig. 6. The performance comparison of WLS+DHS-PS, WLS and Ou [12] for the test images of SIPI image data set.
